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‘So what does it mean to be resilient? Resiliency isn’t just about bouncing back in times of
adversity, but bouncing forward.’
Research shows that highly resilient people respond to challenges with flexibility, bounce
back from challenges, and even find opportunities within workplace stress. They perform
more effectively in their jobs, are healthier, more engaged with their work and have higher
commitment to their organisations. The good news for employees and organisations is that
resilience can be learned and developed.
People’s ability to become more resilient to life’s challenges is more important than ever.
Resiliency is a way to productively deal with stress and overcome the brain’s natural,
counterproductive ways of thinking. We all experience moments of high, low and moderate
resiliency; our programs help participants to increase the frequency of ‘high resiliency’.
The Adaptive Mindset for Resiliency program is our one-day program that supports
participants in building resiliency and high performance in a fast paced work place.
Mindset skills are all about overcoming the natural, counterproductive tendencies we have
developed over the centuries that get in the way of personal success. These natural
tendencies can have huge impacts on workplace productivity, employee morale and even
company culture.
Our Resiliency programs are based on decades of research on resiliency as well as new
ground breaking research in neuroscience. Participants learn about the sources of their
stress and practical strategies for altering their responses and using these vital skills to
increase their job performance in times of organisational change.
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Program Content includes:
The Resilient Mindset Model Filter – How you filter information and interpret the world.
– Personal Responsibility
– Realistic Optimism
– Personal Beliefs

Act
–
–
–
–

– How you handle challenges.

Self-Assurance
Self-Composure
Problem-Solving
Goal Orientation

Interact

– How you communicate and connect with others.

– Courageous Conversations
– Social Support

Strategies For Developing Resiliency
Building resilience in your team
Participant Resilient Mindset Profile (Strength Finding Instrument)
Comprehensive participant workbook
The program agenda is dynamic, occasionally challenging and provocative.
Personal empowerment is a key goal. The entire program is lively, interactive and enjoyable,
providing valuable discovery learning processes in a friendly environment.
Our Programs can be conducted for up to 20 participants. The minimum effective group size is 810, as much learning takes place from participant interaction and discussion.

For further information on how Progress Training Systems can help your organisation
Progress further, call today on 0411 358 333 or email admin@progress.com.au.
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